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The pronunciation 
of the word 
balcony has 
changed: in 

Walker the stress 
lays on the second 

syllable. 



In fact Walker identifies only four ‘faults’ in Cockney speakers : 
  
•  pronouncing <s> indistinctly after -st (as in posts); 
•  pronouncing <w> for <v> and vice versa (as in winegar); 
•  not sounding <h> after <w>, so that the distinction between while and 

 wile is lost;* 
•  not sounding <h> where it ought to be and vice versa. 
 
  
* Glide Cluster Reduction is the zero realization of /h/ in certain groups 
such as /hw/; <Hw> and <hj> were historically pronounced /hw/ and /hj/, 
but in some dialects they eventually became [w] and sometimes [j]. 
Therefore, words like where began to be pronounced [weər] or [weə] rather 
than [hweər] or [hweə]. The glide cluster /hw/ was part of the Old English 
phonemic inventory. Evidence for this can be found by simply having a look 
at different texts in Old English, whose <hw>- spelling is supposed to have 
been phonetic.  



THE use of /h/ in modern English has come to stand as one of the 
foremost signals of social identity, its presence in initial positions 
associated almost inevitably with the ‘educated’ and ‘polite’ while its 
loss commonly triggers popular connotations of the ‘vulgar’, the 
‘ignorant’, and the ‘lower class’.  

… the droppin of  [h] has operated as the single most powerful 
pronunciation shibboleth in England. 

a custom, doctrine, phrase, etc. distinguishing a 
particular class or group of people 



“’It’s your Ladyship’s own ’ut. It’s as your Ladyship likes an’ pleases, every 
time...’“ 

D.H. Lawrence, Lady Chatterley’s Lover: the Lady and the gamekeeper 

Sheridan was the first to describe h-dropping in terms which reveal negative 
attitudes: 
 

“There is one defect which more generally prevails in the counties 
than any other, and indeed is gaining ground among the politer part 
of the world, I mean the omission of the aspirate in many words by 
some, and in most by others…”. 

 
“The best method of curing this will be to read over frequently all 
the words beginning with the letter H and those beginning with WH 
in the dictionary, and push them out with the full force of the 
breath, till an habit is obtained of aspirating strongly”. 



By the 1850s, its role has consolidated still further so that [h] alone regularly 
assumes pre-eminence amongst a range of states markers of the ‘educated 
and ‘refined’. And by the 1860s, the resulting patterns of linguistics 
prejudice, voiced in social terms and explicitly endowed with social 
repercussions, are particularly widespread, though they are perhaps stated 
most clearly in Mr Podsnap’s dicta on his head in Charles Dickens’s Our 
Mutual Friend. Expounding English sensitivities regarding the use of [h] to 
the Frenchman (whose habitual articulations in the novel unfortunately 
preclude its use, Mr Podsnap unambiguously indicates the social affiliations 
of this sound, as well as its differentiated alignment with the stratified usages 
in society: 
  

‘Ah! Of a Orse?’ inquired the foreign gentleman. 
‘We call it Horse?, said Mr Podsnap, with forbearance. ‘In 
England, Angleterre, England, We aspirate the “H” and We Say 
“Horse”. Only our Lower Classes Say “Orse”.  



Another example of this is in David Herbert Lawrence’s Sons and Lovers 
(1913):  
 

“They’re hateful, and common and hateful, they are, and I’m not going 
any more. Mr Braithwaite drops his ‘h’s’, an’ Mr Winterbottom says ‘You 
was’”. 

 
 
Examples of hypercorrection can be found for example in George Bernard 
Shaw’s Captain Brassbound’s Conversion (1899):  
 

“Weoll, waw not? Waw not, gavner? Ahrs is a Free Tride nition. It grows 
agin us as Hinglishmen to see these bloomin furriners settin ap their 
Castoms Ahses and spheres o hinfluence and sich lawk hall owver 
Arfricar. Daownt Harfricar belong as much to huz as to them? thets wot 
we sy. Ennywys, there ynt naow awm in ahr business. All we daz is 
hescort, tourist, hor commercial. Cook’s hexcursions to the Hatlas 
Mahntns: thets hall it is. Waw, its spreadin civlawzytion, it is. Ynt it nah?” 



Poor Letter H 
(see also http://www.bl.uk/learning/timeline/item126789.html) 

The British accent known as 'Received 
Pronunciation' (RP) emerged towards 
the end of the eighteenth century as the 
accent of the educated and aristocratic 
classes. It was an accent of social 
advancement for the newly emerging 
middle class, and thousands of people 
attended elocution classes and read 
manuals such as Sheridan’s in order to 
improve their speech. Publishers were 
quick to see the demand, and many 
pamphlets and books, such as Poor 
Letter H, were produced to help those 
who found the acquisition of a new 
accent confusing. The object was to 
ensure a safe distance from the 
pronunciation of Cockney speakers, 
who dropped their 'h's in such words 
as house and inserted them in such 
words as arm. 





However, as the Punch cartoons suggest, this was not always easy….  





The list of exceptions given by Henry H shows why. Several of the supposed 
exceptions were undergoing change and it was not to be long before humble, 
humour, humility and hospital became the RP norm. Herb also changed in 
pronunciation and today it is treated differently between Britain (which 
sounds the ‘h’) and the USA (which does not).	




